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HR analytics creates competitive advantage by generating actionable business intelligence on the
“people side” of your business.
Not sure where to begin? Here are a few ideas to get you started...
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What are the three most important things we need to focus on to improve sales?
What are the three most important things we need to focus on to improve customer service?
What are the three most important things we need to focus on to improve employee
engagement?
What are the three most important things we need to focus on to decrease regretted
turnover?
What are the three most important things we need to focus on to improve safety?
What are the three most important things we need to focus on to foster innovation?
Why is turnover so much higher in certain locations?
What interventions would have the greatest impact on managerial effectiveness?
Why are our high‐potential employees leaving at a higher rate than other employees?
How do the drivers of employee engagement differ with employees’ attributes (e.g., age,
gender, country)?
Which HR metrics are best at predicting future results, rather than simply looking in the rear‐
view mirror?
Why do we have better safety results in some plants than others and what interventions
would help improve them?
What are the attributes distinguishing our most effective managers from the others?
Do we have locations or offices that can serve as models for other locations??
We’ve focused on employee engagement for years; what are the other people‐related issues
driving my company’s business results?
What would be the best actions to take to better manage our employees who work remotely?
What actions should we take to attract a more diverse workforce?
What actions should we take to retain a diverse workforce?
What specific aspects of our culture are impeding us in providing better customer service?
What attributes should we be seeking when we hire new employees?
Why are some locations more successful at sales than others, and how can we extend those
characteristics to all our sales offices?
What are the most effective ways for us to improve the productivity of our sales force?
What factors drive employee retention?
How do the drivers of employee retention vary across different segments of our workforce
(e.g., age, gender, country)?
What training is most effective in increasing success for sales managers?
Should we even be focusing on employee engagement? Are more engaged employees also
more successful?
We talk a lot about the importance of diversity, but are there concrete steps we can take to
make my company more open to diverse opinions?
What can we do to foster greater levels of innovation?
What was the impact of a certain training intervention?
Which of our training interventions have the greatest impact on the productivity of our sales
force?
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Which managerial competencies foster higher levels of employee engagement?
Which managerial competencies help reduce regretted turnover?
What are the key process differences between our most productive plants and others?
What percentage of our managers are highly effective, and how can we increase that
percentage?
“Leadership” includes many things; what are the specific attributes of the most successful
leaders in our organization?
How can we reduce fraud/theft at a certain location?
Do the drivers of employee engagement differ significantly in different regions of the world?
What specifically can executives do to help employees be as successful as possible?
We have some call centers with much lower turnover than other ones; what’s different about
those call centers?
Does our performance rating system accurately reflect actual employee performance?
How does managerial span of control affect sales results?
How should we modify our leadership development program to drive better business results?
Which of the low scores on our employee engagement survey can we ignore because they
have nothing to do with outcomes we care about?
Which of the high scores on our employee engagement survey do we need to get even better
at because they are important drivers of our business results?
How successful is our employee orientation program?
How have our difficulties with a certain product launch (or some other specific issue) affected
employee commitment to the organization, and what can we do to address that?
What differentiates those locations where we have higher customer loyalty?
We implemented a diversity initiative last year but it hasn’t been successful; what’s holding us
back?
Is our employee rewards/recognition program more successful for certain functions?
Why are so many of our new hires leaving within the first few months?
There’s a big variation in quality across our plants; what’s the cause of this and what can we
do to address it?
We have so many training programs; which ones should we cut and which should we expand?
We’ve acquired another company; what are the greatest strengths and weaknesses of its
culture?
What characterizes our most successful managers?
Why is turnover so much higher among female employees?
Did a newly‐introduced employee benefit have a positive effect on employee engagement?
Are there differences across generations in what our employees want from their work?
What one or two characteristics best differentiate our top sales people?
Did we meet our business objectives with this training program?
There are big cultural differences between our overseas locations and our US locations; are
any of these differences driving better results in certain locations?
Why has productivity dropped so dramatically in one specific location this quarter?
What specific factors are most associated with higher employee engagement?
What job rotations did our most successful sales employees complete?
How did we initially come to the attention of our most successful job candidates?
Which of our talent gaps are most critical to address?
Are there certain employees who have the right characteristics to be moved into sales?
What interventions would be most effective in reducing high levels of turnover?
How can we better deploy our employees to drive improved profit margins?
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Should we hire only those job candidates who have certain types of college degrees?
Do our employees with MBAs significantly outperform those without them?
What leadership characteristics lead to better team sales results?
Are we doing enough to encourage informal learning?
We have some locations where employees have much more input into hiring decisions; are
those locations more successful?
74. What are the characteristics of managers with the highest employee loyalty?
75. Our recent employee survey highlighted our lowest scores; are these, in fact, the most
important areas for us to focus on?
76. Some locations get new employees up to speed much more quickly; what are they doing
differently?
77. Why is employee engagement higher for some job functions than for others?
78. Our culture is overly risk‐averse; which locations are better at encouraging smart risk taking?
79. How can we predict which of our employees are most likely to leave in the next year?
80. Our employees seem to be losing confidence in our executive team; what specifically is behind
that?
81. What’s the relationship between employee engagement and sales results and what should we
do as a result?
82. What characterizes the work environment in the plants with the best safety records?
83. We have a limited budget for targeting improvement; where should it be deployed?
84. We have high turnover; what can we do to reduce it among those employees we most want to
keep?
85. How can we reduce employee absenteeism?
86. What are the biggest differences in how our work‐at‐home employees and on‐site employees
perceive the organization, and should we do anything to address this?
87. Would a different pay structure help to reduce employee turnover?
88. What employee characteristics drive customer satisfaction?
89. How can we identify those employees best suited to be promoted to manager?
90. Employee morale is way down since some recent layoffs; what areas should we target to best
address this?
91. A portion of bonuses is usually tied to improvements in certain areas; what areas should we
select?
92. What’s the “sweet spot” for job tenure for our sales representatives?
93. What’s special about this one sales office, which always has the best quarterly results?
94. What characterizes our organization’s culture, and where should we seek improvement?
95. We’re having quality problems in a certain location; how can we address this?
96. Where are the best areas for us to target our leadership development program?
97. We’re in the middle of a merger/acquisition; are there any big incompatibilities between our
two companies’ cultures?
98. Our latest survey found some locations have very low scores in work‐life balance; what’s
driving the work‐life issues in those places?
99. What key measures should we include in our annual report to our Board of Directors?
100. What key measures should we include in our annual report to stockholders?
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